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We present an evanescent-field device based on a right-angled waveguide. This consists of

orthogonal waveguides, with their points of intersection lying along an angled facet of the chip.

Light guided along one waveguide is incident at the angled dielectric-air facet at an angle

exceeding the critical angle, so that the totally internally reflected light is coupled into the second

waveguide. By depositing a nanotube film on the angled surface, the chip is then used to

mode-lock an Erbium doped fiber ring laser with a repetition rate of 26 MHz, and pulse duration of

800 fs. VC 2013 AIP Publishing LLC. [http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4834360]

Evanescent field generation by total internal reflection

(TIR) finds numerous applications in sensors,1–4 evanescent-

wave spectroscopy,5–7 and optoelectronics.8 When light trav-

elling from a denser to a rarer medium strikes the boundary at

an angle greater than the critical angle, the wave is entirely

reflected while generating an exponentially decaying evanes-

cent field in the lower index medium.9 With the capability to

overcome the diffraction limit, evanescent wave interaction

has become the key principle for various sensing technolo-

gies, including infrared spectroscopy,5,6 TIR fluorescence

microscopy4,7 and surface plasmon resonance (SPR) sen-

sors.1,2,4 SPR sensors work by the principle of frustrated

TIR,9 where the evanescent wave is coupled to a denser third

medium placed very close to the interface of the evanescent

field generator, at the expense of reflectivity at the first inter-

face.9 With the rapid advances in lasers and fiber optics,

evanescent wave sensing has been ever-evolving: fast,2,6

automated6 devices based on optical fibers and photonic cir-

cuit technology have already been developed.2,4,6 In optical

fibers, the evanescent field in the core-cladding interface has

been exploited for various sensing applications by using

different geometries, such as de-cladded,4 tapered,2,4,6

U-shaped2,6 and tapered tip optical fibers.4 The sensors work

by monitoring perturbations in the exponentially decaying

field in the presence of an external medium, with the fiber

acting as a modulator. In comparison to conventional bulk

sensing elements, fiber optic technology offers enhanced sen-

sitivity, versatility in configuration geometry, and device

miniaturisation, with the reflected light at the interface guided

down the fiber. This technique also allows distributed sens-

ing2,4,6 and multiplexing capabilities,6 while being less sensi-

tive to scattering and variations in the excitation signal.2,4,6

Carbon nanotubes (CNTs) and graphene have emerged

as excellent passive mode-lockers because of their sub-

picosecond recovery time,10–12 broad operation range,13,14

low saturation intensity,15,16 low cost,15 and ease of

fabrication.13,14,16–23 A variety of techniques have been

implemented in order to integrate these novel saturable

absorbers (SAs) into lasers.18 Evanescent field interac-

tion24,25 can preserve the alignment-free waveguide format

of a variety of laser designs,18 e.g., waveguide26 and semi-

conductor,27 for high power/energy pulse generation. This

technology can also enable compact lasers with GHz repeti-

tion rates.28 CNTs and graphene SAs for evanescent field

interaction have either been sprayed23,24 or embedded into

polymer matrices.29,30 Evanescent field passive mode-locked

fiber lasers have been designed based on various lateral inter-

action schemes, to couple light with CNTs18,25 or graphene

SAs.18,24 In the side-polished fiber format,24,25,30 a section of

fiber cladding is removed to make a D-shaped fiber, reducing

the distance between the external material and the guided

mode.23,24,28 The evanescent field of the mode then interacts

with the SA to induce a modulation in the laser cavity.23,24,28

Polymer composites can be easily integrated into a range of

photonic systems.15,18,31 When in resonance with the laser

operating wavelength, CNT composites exhibit large (e.g.,

up to �17% (Ref. 16)) modulation depth, typically needed in

fiber lasers to ensure self-starting and operation stability.32

Other methods of evanescent field interaction include the use

of tapered fibers,29 and accurately placed micromachined

slots within fibers to allow for optimal mode interaction with

the SA.33 These lateral schemes allow longer interaction

lengths,29 while preserving the compact, alignment-free,

laser configurations. However, they require micron scale pre-

cision33 and, in the case of tapered fibers, in-situ monitoring

to allow efficient mode-locking.29

With the advances in microfabrication technologies,

evanescent field sensing has been extended to planar wave-

guide circuits.3,8 Single chip sub-wavelength structures based

on evanescent field interaction have the same advantages of

optical fiber technology, while providing scope for further

miniaturisation. Also, the feasibility of batch production pro-

vides the advantage of lowering cost. A simple and flexible

method for microfabrication utilizes pulses of few hundred

femtoseconds duration focussed beneath the substrate surface

to create a refractive index change at the focus, by virtue ofa)Electronic mail: a.k.kar@hw.ac.uk
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nonlinear absorption processes.34 Translation of the sample

along a desired trajectory extends this modification and can

be used to fabricate waveguides. This technique of ultrafast

laser inscription (ULI)34 offers 3-dimensional fabrication

capabilities with low insertion losses.

Here, we demonstrate a ULI based single chip device

with efficient evanescent field coupling. The design of the

device allows light in one waveguide to be totally internally

reflected at the angled dielectric-air interface and coupled

into another orthogonal waveguide. We prove the potential

of this device for evanescent field interaction mode-locking

of an Erbium-doped fiber ring laser. We use CNTs embedded

into a polymer composite as SA, which can be uniformly

deposited on the waveguide facet.15 Mode-locked pulses at a

repetition rate of 26 MHz, and with 800 fs pulse duration are

generated by the interaction of the evanescent field with the

CNT-SA deposited at the angled facet of the right angled

buried waveguide.

A 30� 10� 1 mm3 glass (Corning EAGLE 2000) is

used as the substrate for the waveguide device. Waveguides

are inscribed using a master-oscillator power-amplifier fiber

laser (IMRA FCPA l-Jewel D400) set to a repetition rate of

500 kHz, producing �400 fs pulses centred at 1047 nm. A

0.4 numerical aperture (NA) aspheric lens is used to focus

the pulse train to a depth of 350 lm. Waveguides are

inscribed by translating the sample through the focus in the

desired trajectory, using high precision automated x-y-z

translation stages (Aerotech). A multiscan technique,35 with

20 scans laterally offset by 0.4 lm, is used to define the

waveguide cross-section. The optimal parameters for wave-

guide inscription are 230 nJ laser pulse energy at 8.0 mm.s�1

sample translation speed.

The device design consists of 50 orthogonal waveguides

inscribed with a 100 lm vertical pitch, and a slightly offset

102.8lm horizontal pitch, as given in Fig. 1(a). The points of

intersection of these waveguides therefore lie at an angle of

45.8�. Post-inscription, the substrate is diced at 45�, and pol-

ished along the dice line. The �0.8� difference in angles

between the dice line and the line formed by the intersection

points of the waveguides is chosen so that there is always one

waveguide vertex within 1 lm of the polished facet, allowing

efficient waveguide-waveguide coupling by TIR. The facets

that constitute the start and termination of the orthogonal

waveguide geometry are also ground and polished to avoid

detrimental perforation effects of the inscription beam.36

Passive characterization of the device using a broadband

amplified spontaneous emission (ASE) source, and butt-

coupled single mode fibers (SMF-28) yield an insertion loss

of less than 1 dB (i.e., 1.26 input/output power ratio).

For SA deposition on the waveguide facet, a polymer

dispersion allows rapid formation of a uniform composite

upon evaporation of water,15 resulting in a low-cost, room-

temperature fabrication process, in the meantime acting as a

protective layer for the waveguide facet.15 A graphene-

composite can operate as a full-bandwidth SA.31 However

graphene-embedded polymers exhibit low (e.g., �1%–2%

(Refs. 20 and 21)) modulation depths. A broad operation

range can also be achieved in CNTs, by using a diameter

distribution.13 When in resonance with the laser operating

wavelength, CNTs can offer high (i.e., up to �17%

(Ref. 16)) modulation depth, which is typically needed in

fiber lasers.32 Thus, we use a CNT-composite SA, which can

be easily drop-cast on our waveguide facet fiber-based laser.

Sodium carboxymethylcellulose (Na-CMC) can be used both

as dispersant and host polymer matrix, allowing fabrication

of composites with no need of surfactants (e.g., sodium do-

decyl sulfate),37 and eliminating the additional step of intro-

ducing a host polymer (such as polyvinyl alcohol)15 in the

dispersion before the solvent is evaporated.15

For the laser operating wavelength, �1.5 lm, we need

tubes with �1.3 nm diameter.38 For this, we use laser abla-

tion (LA) single wall nanotubes (SWNTs),39 with a broad

band centred at �1.5 lm in the absorbance spectrum shown

in Fig. 2(a). This band corresponds to the first excitonic tran-

sition (eh11)40 of SWNTs with diameter ranging from

�1.15 nm [e.g., (14,1), (13,3)], �1.25 nm [e.g., (11,7)] to

�1.3–1.38 nm [e.g., (12,7), (16,2), (15,4)], as confirmed

from the corresponding peaks [e.g., (14,1) at �750 nm,

(13,3) at �765 nm, (11,7) at �835 nm, (12,7) at �930 nm,

and (16,2) and (15,4) at �985nm], in the 750–1050 nm

range, associated to the second excitonic transition (eh22).40

To further investigate the tube diameter distribution, before

and after composite fabrication, and monitor defects, we

measure the Raman spectra of the starting powder and the

composite at 457, 514.5, and 633 nm excitation. In the low

frequency region, the Radial Breathing Modes (RBMs) are

observed.41 Their position [Pos(RBM)] is inversely related

to CNT diameter, dt
42–44 by the relation

PosðRBMÞ ¼ C1

dt
þ C2. Combining Pos(RBM) with excita-

tion wavelength and the “Kataura plot,”45 it is, in principle,

possible to derive the SWNT chirality. Matching the diame-

ter given by Pos(RBM) with the excitation wavelength in the

Kataura plot also gives information on the semiconducting

(s-) or metallic (m-) character. A variety of C1 and C2 were

proposed, see e.g., Refs. 41–43, 46. Here we use

C1¼ 214.4 cm�1 nm and C2¼ 18.7 cm�1, derived in Ref. 44

by plotting the resonance energy as a function of

Pos(RBM)�1 without any additional assumptions. The
FIG. 1. (a) Waveguide layout and dicing location. (b) The principle of evan-

escent field coupling at the angled facet of the waveguide device.
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typical Raman spectrum of SWNTs in the 1500–1600 cm�1

range is dominated by the Gþ and G� bands.47,48 In

s-SWNTs, they originate from the longitudinal (LO) and tan-

gential (TO) modes, respectively, derived from the splitting

of the E2g phonon of graphene.49–51 Pos(Gþ) and Pos(G�)

are diameter dependent,49 and the separation between them

increases with decreasing diameter. Thus, Pos(Gþ) and

Pos(G�) can be used to determine the diameter distribu-

tion.49,52 In m-SWNTs, the Gþ, G� assignment is the oppo-

site, the Full Width Half Maximum of the G peak

[FWHM(G�)] is larger, and Pos(G�) down-shifted with

respect to s-SWNTs.49,50 From the analysis of RBMs,42 G

peak,49 and FWHMs,49 we estimate the diameter to be in the

1.2–1.4 nm range, in agreement with optical absorption.

The CNT-SA is then prepared as follows. �0.03 wt.%

LA-SWNTs powder is ultrasonicated in deionized water

with CMC for 1 h. The resultant dispersion is then ultra-

centrifuged for 2 h at 35 000 rpm to remove insoluble par-

ticles and CNT aggregates, and the supernatant collected.53

The absorption of the CNT-CMC composite [Red line

Fig. 2(a)] shows the same features of the starting material

(black line), thus the presence of CMC does not affect the

optical properties of CNTs. The CNT composite is deposited

on the angle facet of the waveguide by drop-casting and

dried over 24 h. The Raman spectrum of the deposited com-

posite is shown in Figs. 2(b) and 2(c) (red lines). For all exci-

tation wavelengths we do not observe any change in the

distribution of Pos(RBM), Pos(Gþ), Pos(G�), and

FWHM(Gþ) with respect to the starting powder (black

lines). There is no change in the D peak position, width and

intensity, indicating that the dispersion process53 and the

polymer-composite fabrication do not induce additional

defects47 with respect to the starting material.

The saturable absorption of the CNT film at 1550 nm is

measured using an optical parametric oscillator (Coherent,

Chameleon) delivering 200 fs pulses at 80 MHz repetition

rate.16 The CNT film has a linear transmittance of 33%, with

saturation at 50%. This results in a modulation depth of

17%. The saturation intensity is 12.4 MW/cm2.

The CNT-SA coated waveguide device is then integrated

in an Er-based fiber ring cavity with 1 dB insertion loss, as

shown in Fig. 3. The 980 nm pump laser is introduced into

the ring cavity using a fiber based wavelength division multi-

plexer (WDM). A fiber optic isolator ensures unidirectional

operation, and a polarization controller matches the round-

trip polarization state. A broadband fused fiber 80:20 coupler

(JDS Uniphase) is used to extract the laser output. The gain

section of fiber laser consists of a 46.8 cm Liekki Er80-8/125

Erbium-doped fiber with an anomalous dispersion of

�20 fs2/mm. The CNT-SA-waveguide device with fibers

butt-coupled to orthogonal waveguide facets completes the

ring cavity. An index matching fluid is used to reduce reflec-

tions between fiber and substrate facets. The remaining cavity

length comprises 533.8 cm Corning SMF-28, 35.4 cm

Corning Flexcore 1060, and 155.4 cm OFS Clearlight 980 16

fibers; with their corresponding linear dispersion values esti-

mated as 17.9 ps/nm.km, 8 ps/nm.km, and �1 ps/nm.km.

Assuming the dispersion contribution from the waveguide

chip to be negligible, the measured net dispersion in the cav-

ity is anomalous, with a value of �0.13 ps2, thereby enabling

soliton mode-locking.

Self-starting mode-locking is obtained as a result of

evanescent field interaction with the CNT-SA at the right

angled waveguide geometry (Fig. 1(b)), producing a 1.3 mW

average output power. This corresponds to 50 pJ pulse

energy, considering the 26 MHz repetition rate of the mode-

locked pulses determined with an RF spectrum analyser. The

optical spectrum measured using an Optical Spectrum

Analyser set to 0.05 nm resolution is given in Fig. 4. The

spectrum of the mode-locked laser is centred at 1558 nm,

with a FWHM spectral width of 3 nm. It shows Kelly

FIG. 2. (a) Absorbance of LA-SWNTs and CMC. Our mode-locked laser

operating wavelength is marked. Raman spectra measured at 457, 514, and

633 nm for (black lines) LA-SWNT powders and (red line) LA-SWNTs dis-

persed in CMC in the (b) RBM and (c) G peak region.

FIG. 3. Schematic of the mode-locked laser.
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sidebands,54 i.e., narrow peaks superimposed to the optical

spectrum related to a periodic disturbance of soliton pulses

in the cavity.54 The autocorrelation pulse profile derived

from an interferometric autocorrelator is given in Fig. 5. The

FWHM pulse width is estimated to be 800 fs, assuming a

sech2 pulse shape. This yields a time-bandwidth product

(TBP) of 0.30, close to 0.315, expected for

bandwidth-limited sech2-shaped pulses.55

As an evanescent-field mode-locker, our right-angle

waveguide device has a number of advantages over previous

fiber-based designs, e.g., in side-polished and fiber tapered

devices, in order to expose a region close enough to the fiber

core so as to achieve sufficient non-linear absorption, the

polishing and fiber-pulling processes have to be extremely

precise,56 and carefully monitored.56 Also, the exposed

region has to be of sufficient length (�6 mm29) to overcome

the considerably lower evanescent field penetration in the

parallel configuration.57 Our integrated waveguide device

has no need for precision polishing, nor critical optical moni-

toring by virtue of the variation in the horizontal and vertical

waveguide pitches. In addition, the right-angle design

ensures an increased penetration depth of the evanescent-

field into the CNT-SA, corresponding to a nonlinear absorp-

tion interaction length of the order of the waveguide mode

diameter. This, in turn, reduces the required deposition sur-

face area. Even though our waveguide-based ring-cavity

laser strays from the increased alignment-free format charac-

teristic of fiber systems, it is an excellent demonstration of

the scope of the waveguide device. This design can be

applied to gain media to develop monolithic waveguide laser

sources, which find important applications in integrated

optics. Also, the inherent simplicity of the waveguide design

and the reduced footprint for evanescent field interaction

have huge implications for sensing applications, especially

for robust SPR sensors and lab-on-chip devices.

In conclusion, we presented a single chip evanescent

field device based on a right angle waveguide with the ability

to interrogate a small area of a surface at a pre-defined angle,

with no need for free-space components. This is an ideal

platform for robust surface plasmon resonance sensors. This

geometry of interaction was achieved using buried wave-

guides with loss sufficiently low for the component to be

placed intracavity to mode-lock a fiber laser.
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